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Records of the ... Assembly 1921 indexes to the records cover both the plenary meetings and meetings of the committees
League of Nations: International Labor Conference First Annual Meeting 2019-03-12 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing
or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Plenary Meetings 1986-12-31 this essay regards the early stages of the debate on disarmament at the end of world war i when the
international community intended to limit countries armaments and expenses according to a widespread sentiment in public opinion after a huge
moral and physical devastation in 1918 some draft projects of the league of nations covenant were elaborated by the great powers and
the original texts demonstrate the initial absence of the matter but as the brainstorming continued the articles regarding the way to disarm
appeared even more pregnant the question at stake concerned the reduction of armaments to the lowest point consistent with national
defence and the fulfilment of international obligations the abolition of the mandatory conscription the prohibition to earn private profits
from the manufacture of arms the control of arms trafficking and the full and frank publicity of military programs in 1919 during the paris
peace conference motivated men worked to create an organization forerunner of the united nations with the aim of avoiding future wars in the
final version of the covenant some articles to realize disarmament were present and a specific commission to carry on the related duties was
established the correspondence between the protagonists shows the difficulties in approaching the issue
Minutes of the Meeting of the General Council Held at the Caxton Hall, Westminster, S.W.1, on Friday, December 7, 1928 1928 the
seventeenth meeting of the strategic and technical advisory group for neglected tropical diseases stag ntd was held at the headquarters of
the world health organization who in geneva switzerland on 11 12 october 2023 the theme of the meeting was accelerating towards 2030
the statements and statistics presented in the report may not represent the views policies and official statistics of the organization
through a pre recorded video dr j�r�me salomon who assistant director general universal health coverage communicable and
noncommunicable diseases welcomed participants to the meeting he said that ntds are one of the most formidable health challenges they
afflict one billion individuals in the most vulnerable populations miring them in poverty and desolation this meeting was a key opportunity to
steer collective efforts towards transformative solutions and strengthen collaboration among governments organizations and individuals
the elimination of ntds underscores the indispensable role of robust and adaptable health systems on the way to universal health coverage
control of ntds is about human empowerment children s education and people s participation in their communities by eliminating ntds we foster
a legacy of health and optimism and exemplify the importance of global unity and collective action together we can all catalyse change
ensure a world where nobody needlessly suffers from these afflictions and health is genuinely a universal right
United Nations International Meeting in Support of a Peaceful Settlement of the Question of Palestine and the Establishment of Peace in the
Middle East 2000 the irish yearbook of international law is intended to stimulate further research into ireland s practice in international
affairs and foreign policy filling a gap in existing legal scholarship and assisting in the dissemination of irish thinking and practice on matters
of international law on an annual basis the yearbook presents peer reviewed academic articles and book reviews on general issues of
international law designated correspondents provide reports on international law developments in ireland irish practice in international
fora and the european union and the practice of joint north south implementation bodies in ireland in addition the yearbook reproduces
documents that reflect irish practice on contemporary issues of international law publication of the irish yearbook of international law
makes irish practice and opinio juris more readily available to governments academics and international bodies when determining the content of
international law in providing a forum for the documentation and analysis of north south relations the yearbook also make an important
contribution to post conflict and transitional justice studies internationally as a matter of editorial policy the yearbook seeks to
promote a multilateral approach to international affairs reflecting and reinforcing ireland s long standing commitment to multilateralism
as a core element of foreign policy
Second Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics, Havana, July 21-30, 1940 1929 note this is an abridged
version of the book with references removed the complete edition is also available on this website this book offers a comprehensive detailed
account of the bilateral economic assistance of six major donor nations the united states canada the united kingdom spain japan and china
to the nations of latin america focus is placed on assistance that is structured to meet basic human needs enhance social equity promote
economic growth preserve natural environments and support political reform it thus offers a basic foundation for understanding the nature
impact and motivations of such assistance to latin america this study also offers a series of recommendations for reforming economic
assistance to latin america with emphasis placed on improving the design implementation and oversight of development projects enhancing
coordination among aid institutions ensuring local control and ownership of the development process and empowering poor communities when
the poor are active participants in improving their communities they gain the knowledge skills and resources necessary to meet their own needs
on a long term basis since economic assistance will continue to be a major component of the foreign policies of donor states it will be
important to ensure that such assistance genuinely contributes to positive meaningful and lasting change in the region bilateral aid to latin
america is an important volume for university libraries and research institutes it will augment collections that focus on latin america
international development and economic assistance the book would also be relevant for scholars and practitioners of latin american
development as well as undergraduate and graduate courses on latin america and international political economy
Second Meeting of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the American Republics, Habana, July 21-30, 1940 1941 half of the world s people
live in urban areas and roughly a third of these live in desperate poverty without access to basic amenities taking on the themes of un
habitat s water and sanitation in the world s cities 2003 this new volume focuses on the deficiencies in the provision of water and
sanitation where most of the populations of the developing world live in towns and small cities drawing on extensive unpublished research
and 15 commissioned papers from experts involved in designing and implementing innovative projects around the world this is the first major
study of the problems facing the smaller urban centres that are recognized to be of enormous importance by governments international
agencies ngos and service providers tackling these problems is a crucial part of development and of good governance and critical to meeting
the millennium development goals the volume will be essential reading for all professionals and researchers in the relevant fields and a
valuable resource for teachers and students of urban development
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